
In April 2011, Pakistan
announced the latest addition to its expanding nuclear arsenal: a short-
range tactical ballistic missile, the Nasr, reportedly designed to deliver low-
yield battleªeld nuclear weapons.1 Since then, prominent purveyors of
Pakistani nuclear doctrine—including Maleeha Lodhi, Adil Sultan, Zahir
Kazmi, and Lt. Gen. Khalid Kidwai—have, in essence, viewed Nasr as a counter
to India’s Cold Start war doctrine.2 Proponents of Nasr imagine the weapon
being used against invading Indian armored units inside Pakistani territory.
After the latest ºight test of the Nasr in February 2013, Pakistan declared it
ready for use, though it has not yet been added to the military’s inventory.3

The Cold Start doctrine emerged out of the experience of the Indian army
during Operation Parakram. The operation followed the attack on the Indian
Parliament on December 13, 2001, by ªve individuals associated with two ter-
rorist groups: Laskhar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed. The ªve terrorists,
armed with riºes, grenades, and explosives, killed nine people before being
shot dead by security forces in the Parliament building. The Indian govern-
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ment accused Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence directorate of being in-
volved in harboring those behind the attack and demanded that Pakistan take
immediate action against them. Pakistan denied any involvement. India subse-
quently ordered its entire army to the international border on December 15,
2001, in what became known as Operation Parakram. Although the Indian
political leadership seems not to have had a particular war plan in mind, the
leadership of the army appears to have believed that war was the ultimate
aim. In the view of India’s army and sections of its strategic community,
the operation did not lead to war for two reasons: (1) the political leadership
lost its nerve during the approximately three weeks the army needed to de-
ploy its three strike corps—the Mathura-based 1 Corps, the Ambala-based
2 Corps, and the Bhopal-based 21 Corps—to the international border;
and (2) during this period, Pakistan’s army was able to countermobilize on
the border.4

In response, senior Indian army ofªcials began debate at an army command-
ers’ conference, held in April 2004, on what would eventually become known
as the Cold Start doctrine. There seems to be no evidence, however, of the un-
veiling of an actual doctrine at the time.5 All publicly available details regard-
ing Cold Start are drawn from the assumptions of analysts on what the
doctrine might recommend. Such assumptions postulate that the doctrine en-
tails the reorganization of India’s offensive corps stationed in the middle of the
country into smaller armored strike “integrated battle groups” (IBGs) sta-
tioned closer to the international border and capable of launching an offensive
operation within three to four days. These IBGs could make “shallow territo-
rial gains” and “pursue narrow enough aims to deny Islamabad a justiªcation
to escalate the clash to the nuclear level.” The seized terrain then “could be
used in postconºict negotiations to extract concessions from Islamabad.”6
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To date, there is no document ofªcially promulgating the Cold Start doctrine.
Additionally, some in the Indian government and the military deny that Cold
Start is a sanctioned doctrine. The Indian army has made no apparent major
changes in either its structure or its posture. It has not reoriented or modernized
its forces in a fashion consistent with the purported goals of the doctrine. Rather,
it retains its three strike corps in their original conªguration, which could make
Cold Start–style rapid military operations infeasible. Moreover, India’s war-
ªghting inventory, including main battle tanks, armored personnel carriers, and
armored infantry ªghting vehicles, has remained unchanged, thereby presum-
ably limiting India’s potential for a Cold Start–style operation.

Nevertheless, if Pakistani decisionmakers believe that Cold Start could be
implemented in the future, given the comparatively fast pace of moderniza-
tion of the Indian army, is the deployment of battleªeld nuclear weapons a via-
ble option? The use of even one low-yield battleªeld nuclear weapon along the
heavily populated India-Pakistan international border region could cause
thousands, if not tens of thousands, of civilian deaths. In addition, India has
stated categorically that it would consider any use of nuclear weapons against
its forces as a strategic attack requiring massive retaliation. Although this may
or may not be mere posturing, in a number of nuclear exchange scenarios, the
use of a tactical nuclear weapon could lead quickly to full-scale nuclear war.

If Cold Start is not as great a threat as Pakistan believes and the dangers
of battleªeld nuclear weapons are much larger than realized, then it is in
Pakistan’s interest not to deploy them. Instead, India and Pakistan could nego-
tiate conªdence-building measures (CBMs) to demonstrate India’s resolve to
respect the territorial integrity of Pakistan. For India to consider such mea-
sures, however, Pakistan would need to make sincere efforts to curtail terror-
ism originating from its territory.

This article is organized in six sections. The ªrst section details Pakistani
motivations for pursuing the development of Nasr. The second section de-
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scribes the experience of Operation Parakram and how it led some within
India’s army and strategic community to postulate the Cold Start doctrine. The
third section discusses the lack of evidence on the sanctioning and implemen-
tation of the doctrine. It also details how Pakistan’s active military deployment
and defense patterns would stop India from successfully executing a Cold
Start–style operation. The fourth section presents a detailed analysis of the
number of casualties that could be expected from the use of battleªeld nuclear
weapons under several scenarios. The subsequent section illustrates the chal-
lenges of escalation control. The sixth section concludes with a discussion of
conªdence-building measures that could help to dissuade Pakistan from de-
ploying Nasr while providing it with some assurance against a possible future
Cold Start–style attack.

Why Nasr?

Pakistan’s development of the Nasr battleªeld nuclear missile is a direct re-
sponse to the presumed existence of an Indian Cold Start war doctrine. The
doctrine, which emerged in 2004, suggests rapid but limited retaliatory incur-
sions into Pakistan to seize and hold shallow slices of territory in response to
a terrorist event in India involving Pakistanis.7 The underlying assumption
of the doctrine is that Pakistan would not use nuclear weapons in response to
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a limited Indian incursion into Pakistan, opting instead for a conven-
tional conºict.

Pakistan’s political and military leaders consider the Cold Start doctrine an
operationally viable component of Indian policy—and thus a major threat.
Pakistan’s former chief of Army Staff, Gen. Ashfaq Parvez Kayani, for exam-
ple, stated: “Proponents [in India] of conventional application of military
forces, in a nuclear overhang, are chartering an adventurous and dangerous
path, the consequences of which could be both unintended and uncontrolla-
ble.”8 Pakistani leaders argue that the Indian military will eventually possess
the wherewithal to execute Cold Start–style operations. They also maintain
that Pakistan’s current nuclear arsenal would not deter India from launching
such operations, arguing that the deterrent value of this arsenal operates only
at the strategic level, leaving a gap at the tactical level that gives India the free-
dom to successfully engage in limited Cold Start–style military operations
without fear of nuclear escalation.9 The Nasr missile, they claim, is Pakistan’s
answer to Cold Start, because it “is designed to make an Indian decision to ini-
tiate conventional operations—even on a limited scale—difªcult, complicated,
and dangerous.” In other words, it creates “a credible linkage between conven-
tional war and nuclear escalation.”10
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In a press release announcing the ªrst successful test of the Nasr missile in
2011,11 the Pakistani Inter-Services Public Relations ofªce quoted Lieutenant
General Kidwai, the now retired director general of the Pakistani Strategic
Plans Division (SPD), claiming that the Nasr weapon system ªlled a perceived
nuclear gap at the tactical level and consolidated Pakistan’s deterrence at all
levels of the threat spectrum.12 Kidwai is believed to have mentioned later
that the intent of Nasr is to “pour cold water on Cold Start.”13 Other senior
Pakistani leaders have made similar arguments. The distinguished Pakistani
diplomat Maleeha Lodhi has written that the thinking of India’s strategic com-
munity about how to neutralize the strategic balance and engage in limited
conventional war with Pakistan below the nuclear threshold led to Pakistan’s
development of Nasr. She argues that Nasr’s purpose is to plug the tacti-
cal gaps evident to Indian planners and achieve “Full Spectrum deter-
rence.”14 Similarly, Adil Sultan, former SPD director for Arms Control and
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Disarmament Affairs (ACDA) suggests that “these perceived gaps at the oper-
ational and tactical level . . . needed to be plugged—to deny India the space to
launch limited military operations in the form of CSD [Cold Start doctrine].
NASR provides Pakistan’s National Command Authority (NCA) additional
options during the times of crisis, other than retaliating with full force.”15

Zahir Kazmi, a senior deputy director of ACDA at SPD, asserts: “Indian strate-
gies of Cold Start—ªghting under Pakistani nuclear threshold—and massive
retaliation strain deterrence stability. . . . Islamabad has developed short-range
missiles like Hatf-IX (Nasr) for delivering low-yield warheads against advanc-
ing forces seeking limited war.”16

Operation Parakram: The Trigger to the Cold Start Doctrine

As stated earlier, India’s Cold Start doctrine was born out of the experiences of
the Indian army during Operation Parakram, following the attack on the
Indian Parliament. The ªve terrorists, who allegedly had links to two Pakistani
jihadi terrorist organizations—Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammad—
stormed the Parliament, which was in session at the time. As Steve Coll
recounts, the men were armed with three pistols, four automatic assault
riºes, spare ammunition, a grenade launcher, ªfteen grenades, several home-
made bombs, and a large ammonium nitrate bomb. An Indian trial court
judge overseeing the prosecution of individuals linked to the attack later sug-
gested that “had the attack succeeded the entire building with all inside would
have perished.”17

Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee called the assault the “most dan-
gerous” challenge so far to India’s national security and declared that “[t]he
punishment will be as big as the crime.”18 The prime minister told the three
service chiefs to prepare for war with Pakistan.19 On December 15, 2001,
the army began moving its three major offensive strike corps toward the inter-
national border. The mobilization was completed on January 3, 2002.20 Indian
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troops remained at the border ready for engagement until October 2002. At no
time, however, did the Indian political leadership instruct the army to cross
into Pakistan, nor was it allowed to initiate military action against Pakistan
when, on May 14, 2002, three men in Indian army uniforms disembarked from
a public bus at an Indian army garrison at Kaluchuk (approximately 13 meters
from city of Jammu) and shot dead twenty-two family members (women and
children) of Indian soldiers. Apparently, a deeply distressed Army chief,
Gen. S. Padmanabhan, tried unsuccessfully to press Prime Minister Vajpayee
and his security cabinet for permission to launch retaliatory attacks against
Pakistani military targets.21

Across the three military services, the decision of India’s political leadership
to mobilize and deploy the armed forces, yet not authorize them to engage in
war, was seen as highly inefªcient,22 wasteful,23 and lacking in resolve. The
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consensus within the Indian army and within certain circles of India’s strategic
community after the operation was that the political leadership had lost its
nerve during the approximately three-week period the Indian army took to de-
ploy to the international border. In contrast, it seems that the Indian political
leadership hoped to resolve the crisis diplomatically.24 Former Indian External
Affairs Minister Jaswant Singh has written that India’s main aim in mobilizing
the army was “(1) to defeat cross-border infiltration/terrorism without con-
ºict; (2) to contain the national mood ‘to teach Paki a lesson’; and (3) in the
event of war, to destroy and degrade Pakistan’s war-ªghting capabilities.”25

Singh writes that one of the biggest challenges for the civilian leadership dur-
ing Operation Parakram was to restrain the three service chiefs, claiming that
they were so eager “to have a crack” at Pakistan that he had to personally con-
vince them to recognize restraint as an asset.26 Other evidence also reveals the
political leadership’s desire to quietly exercise diplomacy to control the crisis
without letting it spiral into war. In 2006 Ambassador C.V. Ranganathan,
India’s National Security Advisory Board (NSAB) chairman, was quoted as
saying: “[T]he consensus of the NSAB was that while it is good to show the
alert of the army and the rest of it, there should be nothing provocative
done by India since it was quite clear that international opinion was in favor
of India.”27
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Despite these overt attempts at a diplomatic resolution, the Indian army
leadership seems to have expected a war,28 apparently in the belief that it
could deliver tangible military gains. As mentioned earlier, elements within
the Indian army and the strategic community continue to believe that Opera-
tion Parakram did not lead to full-scale war because in the three weeks re-
quired to mobilize the army (1) the political leadership lost its nerve; and
(2) the Pakistani army was able to countermobilize on the border.29

Casting Doubt on the Origin and Viability of Cold Start

India’s government and its military have sought to deny that Cold Start is ac-
cepted doctrine.30 Timothy Roemer, U.S. ambassador to India from 2009 to
2011, noted in a leaked assessment that “several very high level GOI [Govern-
ment of India] ofªcials [including former Indian National Security Adviser
M.K. Narayanan] have ªrmly stated, when asked directly about their support
for Cold Start, that they have never endorsed, supported or advocated for this
doctrine.”31 Ofªcials in Barack Obama’s administration also apparently raised
the issue of Cold Start during a November 2009 visit by Indian Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh to Washington. U.S. ofªcials expressed concerns about
Pakistan redirecting its troops from Afghanistan to its border with India.
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Indian ofªcials reportedly told U.S. ofªcials that “the strategy [Cold Start] was
not a government or military policy, and that India had no plans to attack
Pakistan.”32 Defense Secretary Pradeep Kumar later said, “We don’t know
what Cold Start is. Our Prime Minister has said that Pakistan has nothing to
fear. Pakistan can move its troops from the eastern border.”33 Similarly, Indian
Army Chief Gen. V.K. Singh stated in 2010: “There is nothing called ‘Cold
Start.’ As part of our overall strategy we have a number of contingencies and
options, depending on what the aggressor does. In the recent years, we have
been improving our systems with respect to mobilization, but our basic mili-
tary posture is defensive.” He went on to say, “I think that ‘Cold Start’ is just a
term bandied about by think tanks and media. It is neither a doctrine nor
a military term in our glossary.”34

Are Indian political leaders being duplicitous in denying the existence of the
Cold Start war doctrine? How is the chief of the Indian army able to repudiate
the existence of a doctrine supposedly created within his own organization? To
answer these questions, it is necessary to examine the doctrine’s origin. As
mentioned, talk of the Cold Start doctrine began following an army command-
ers’ conference held in April 2004, when Indian newspapers and other publica-
tions started announcing the creation of a new war doctrine. One publication
noted that, although the “full details of the doctrine would naturally remain
classiªed” an ofªcial spokesperson had mentioned “the concept of integrated
‘battle groups’ being employed in place of existing ‘strike’ formations.”35 The
only contemporaneous mention of “cold start” appeared in a newspaper arti-
cle in which a “source” stated: “The idea is that the international community
should not get the opportunity to intervene. Hence, the need for swift action
from a ‘cold start’ instead of slow mobilization.”36

One of two prime sources to which all writings on the Cold Start doctrine
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point is an op-ed by Firdaus Ahmed. Writing in May 2004, and without citing
any evidence, Ahmed refers to preliminary and informal discussions on
the doctrine taking place within the ministry of defense. In the piece, Ahmed
notes two important elements of the doctrine: (1) smaller integrated battle
groups would be able to quickly commence offensive military operations; and
(2) these groups “would be able to undercut Pakistan’s yet unstated nuclear
doctrine of ªrst use by striking at shallow objectives [inside Pakistan] that do
not necessarily compel Pakistan to cross its nuclear threshold.”37 The other
prime source is an article by Subhash Kapila, which suggests that in the ab-
sence of more details, the doctrine’s important “strategic conceptual underpin-
nings” are (1) “India’s three strike corps may be reconstituted and reinforced
to provide offensive elements for the eight or so ‘battle groups’ to launch mul-
tiple strikes into Pakistan”; and (2) “strike corps elements will have to be
moved well forward from existing garrisons.”38 In both cases, Ahmed and
Kapila appear to be making assumptions about what they believe are the ele-
ments of an as-yet-undeclared doctrine, rather than providing any facts.

More important, the unclassiªed Indian army doctrine released in October
2004, after the army commanders’ conference, makes no mention of a Cold
Start doctrine. In addition, there is no clear evidence that the Indian army has
reoriented and modernized its forces in a fashion consistent with the goals of
the doctrine. All three strike corps are still stationed deep inside India, not
near the border with Pakistan. And as Christopher Clary points out, the army
appears not to have built new railheads and cantonments, which would be
needed to deploy troops closer to the border.39 Other changes that would indi-
cate a reorientation of the army also have not occurred. The number of main
battle tanks, for example, increased only slightly from an estimated 3,898 in
2003 to approximately 4,000 tanks in 2014. In 2003 the army had 317 armored
personnel carriers. In 2014 the number rose to approximately 336. The number
of armored infantry ªghting vehicles was estimated at 1,600 in 2003 and 1,445
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in 2014.40 Although the size of a military’s inventory does not always reºect its
intent, the launch of a Cold Start–style campaign would presumably necessi-
tate an increase in India’s military inventory.

Some Pakistanis have claimed that six Indian war exercises—Divya Astra in
2004, Vajra Shakti in 2005, Sang-i-Shakti in 2006, Ashwamedh in 2007, Hind
Sakthi in 2009, and Vijaya Bhava in 2011—were designed as trial runs for
Cold Start–style operations.41 There is, however, little public information on
what occurred during these exercises and the extent to which they can be seen
as a proxy for India’s capability on the battleªeld. In 2005 a senior retired
Pakistani general summed up the real-world operational challenges for imple-
menting Cold Start: “What can a few forward deployed battalions do?” he
asked rhetorically.42

Even before Cold Start, Pakistan had explicitly designed its defense posture
to prevent Indian forces from entering Pakistan, given the location near the
border with India of important Pakistani cities and military garrisons. For ex-
ample, Lahore and Sialkot, the two major battlegrounds of the 1965 India-
Pakistan War, are very close to the international border. Lahore is just 25 kilo-
meters away, and Sialkot only 15 kilometers away. In 1965, Indian forces had
great difªculty crossing even these distances. In the southern desert region, a
major military garrison, Fort Abbas, is located only 20 kilometers from the in-
ternational border; another garrison, Rahim Yar Khan, is only 45 kilometer
away. Indian forces would thus confront huge obstacles in trying to move
deeper into Pakistan. And even if they could, doing so would probably not
make sense because the forces’ ºanks would be exposed to counterattacks.

Pakistan employs a signiªcant portion of its military forces in “holding
corps,” which are designed to slow down Indian advances at the international
border. “[T]he entire combat component of the holding or pivot corps is de-
ployed to man static defenses in a thin line all along the front.” Each hold-
ing corps is designed to absorb and delay an enemy offensive until “massive
redeployment takes place to ªrst contain and then eliminate the ingress made
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by the enemy.”43 Four of Pakistan’s nine army corps are forwarded deployed
along the international border to serve as holding corps. The 4 Corps, for-
ward deployed at Lahore, is tasked with defending the Punjab Province.
The 30 Corps, in Gujranwala, is responsible for defending the regions north
of Lahore. The 31 Corps, deployed at Bahawalpur, is tasked with defense of
southern Pakistan. The mandate of the 5 Corps is to defend the southern
Sindh Province.44

In addition, Pakistan has a forward line of heavily defended irrigation ca-
nals along the international border and a mineªeld, with a width of 1,000 to
2,000 meters, along the side facing India. In some areas along the canals, addi-
tional mineªelds have apparently been laid on the Pakistani side. The outposts
on the border facing India are reinforced with small surveillance teams “car-
rying automatic weapons and anti-tank rocket launchers.” The teams, which
are housed in concrete bunkers intended to be “impervious to direct hits by
medium/heavy artillery shells,” are meant to both slow an Indian advance
and give ample warning to Pakistani military divisions located behind the ca-
nal defenses. The irrigation canals are made of hardened concrete and cannot
be outºanked, because they extend along a continuous stretch in one form or
other for more than “2,000 kilometers—from Chammb in J & K [Jammu and
Kashmir] to the middle of Rajasthan.”45 For example, the Lahore region—
a major battleground in the 1965 war—is protected by the Ichogil canal, which
runs 105 kilometers north to south, parallel to the India-Pakistan border. On
the direct axis of approach from India into Lahore, an invading Indian ar-
mored division would reach the Ichogil canal within approximately 7.5 kilo-
meters from the border. The canal is 140 feet wide and 15 feet deep near major
bridges leading to Lahore and serves as a tank trap.46 Similarly, the Marala-
Ravi Link canal runs north of Lahore and provides a strong defensive shield
against any sudden India invasion.47 These defensive water canals would
likely force an invading Indian army to expend resources to secure the heavily
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defended Pakistani home bank—a herculean task. Rohit Vats points out that
the Indian army would have to begin by “creating and then securing a bridge-
head.” As Vats notes, “[This] is never an easy task against an entrenched en-
emy,” given the potential for “counter-attacks from the enemy reserves in the
areas.” “Any direct assault would require substantial manpower and engineer-
ing effort from India’s strike formations” and would likely be bloody and
lengthy.48 It would also be easily noticed, giving the Pakistani commander in
charge time to launch a counteroffensive. Additionally, Vats notes that “all ma-
jor Pakistani road and rail networks run west of these canals, thus affording
them protection from early interdiction by Indian forces.”49

The southern desert region of Pakistan contains smaller water bodies simi-
lar to the defensive canal systems in the northern Punjab region that could po-
tentially slow down an Indian invasion. There are also “nodal point defenses
in deserts where a chain of water and communication centers are held in
strength with concrete bunkers and pill boxes and linked with a defensive
mineªeld.”50 These water defenses help to ensure that the enemy could not
gain freedom of access in the southern desert region. The major military garri-
son city of Bahawalpur, for example, is protected by such a water body. Fort
Abbas, an important junction en route to Bahawalpur, would likely need to be
captured ªrst by Indian forces. The fort is protected, however, by the Hakra
Left Distributary, which would present an important tactical barrier to invad-
ing Indian forces. Vats suggests that “a straight Indian advance toward Fort
Abbas could be halted by ºooding the area between Indian border and Hakra
Left Distributary and by manning the defenses on [the] western bank of this
canal.”51 Furthermore, the distributary bifurcates into smaller channels,
known as “ºood minors,” that could also be used to ºood the area. Other ca-
nals between Fort Abbas and Bahawalpur serve as additional barriers.

Another possible target of an Indian invasion in the southern desert region
of Pakistan is the city of Rahim Yar Khan. The major north-south link—
National Highway 5—connects the port city of Karachi with important cities
such as Lahore and Rawalpindi and runs less than 10 kilometers west of
Rahim Yar Khan. Some analysts in both India and Pakistan claim that los-
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ing Rahim Yar Khan and consequently National Highway 5 would mean
splitting Pakistan in two. Highway 55 was built to avoid such a possibility,
however. Highway 55 runs further west of the Indus River and lies deep
within Pakistan, giving it depth and protection from an Indian advance into
Rahim Yar Khan. In the event of an Indian interdiction of National Highway 5,
Highway 55 would “serve as the backup and ensure that the north-south
link is not severed.”52 Although capturing Rahim Yar Khan and National
Highway 5 could affect the ºow of trade in Pakistan, the Pakistani military
would likely still be able to use Highway 55 to move troops.

Reaching Rahim Yar Khan, however, would be a more difªcult Indian objec-
tive. The Abbassia canal, fed from the Punjnad barrage on the Chenab River,
offers protection to the city. The main canal and its major and minor channels
(with widths ranging from 20 to 30 meters) lie between the Indian border and
Rahim Yar Khan. These channels have the potential to force Indian columns to
advance along a narrow and predictable axis, thereby allowing Pakistani
forces to ªght behind prepared defenses with a relatively smaller number
of troops than would be required in an open, wide-area engagement. In addi-
tion, the desert region near Rahim Yar Khan has a number of evaporation
ponds that could be breached by Pakistani forces during an Indian incursion.53

The remaining sandy area would then become unsuitable for the large-scale
movement of tracked and wheeled vehicles.54 Another potential target for
Indian forces is the city of Sukkur. The Sukkur barrage on the Indus River, how-
ever, would act as a major barrier to an invading force. Proponents of the Cold
Start doctrine have offered no suggestions as to how the Indian army would
overcome such barriers and manage to rapidly gain access into Pakistan.

Victory with Ruin: The Dilemma of Battleªeld Nuclear Weapons

The use of battleªeld nuclear weapons in the heavily populated India-Pakistan
international border area would likely cause civilian deaths in the thousands
or even tens of thousands. In deciding to launch a Nasr missile, Pakistan
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would need to answer two questions. First, would it stop that advance of an
invading Indian army unit inside Pakistani territory? Second, could it accom-
plish this goal while minimizing the number of Pakistani civilian casualties?
The best source to estimate the required optimal yield for a battleªeld nuclear
weapon such as the Nasr is the U.S. Department of the Army and the Navy
Staff Ofªcers’ Field Manual on Nuclear Weapons Employment Effects.55 The man-
ual contains the most detailed, publicly accessible data on the yield and corre-
sponding effects produced from a nuclear weapon. For the purpose of
standardizing the discussion here, use of a battleªeld nuclear weapon would
have to meet two different criteria: (1) rendering ineffective 50 percent of
troops in a well-protected invading armored unit of the Indian army up to a
distance of 1 kilometer from the point of explosion;56 and (2) rendering inef-
fective 50 percent of troops in a well-protected invading armored unit of the
Indian army up to a distance of 250 meters from the point of explosion.

To achieve the ªrst objective with 90 percent assurance, a weapon with an
approximate minimum yield of 30 kilotons detonated in low air-burst condi-
tions would be needed (see ªgure 1).57 To achieve the second objective, a
weapon with an approximate yield of 5 kilotons detonated in low air-burst
conditions would be required.

a hypothetical india-pakistan military engagement

Where would the Nasr likely be employed? The answer depends on the opera-
tional context of an Indo-Pakistani war. A major military engagement could
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occur in various theaters, with multiple axes of approach in each theater. Each
axis might have a unique trigger point—a location at which Pakistan might be
forced to consider employment of a battleªeld nuclear device. Presumably,
successful penetration of a trigger point by Indian troops could enable them to
threaten major cities and therefore present a huge challenge to the defending
Pakistani army.

To provide a rough idea of the theaters, axes, and trigger points in a possible
Indo-Pakistani military conºict, I use the 1965 war as a baseline. Although the
war occurred ªfty years ago, the following factors are likely still valid: (1) the
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Figure 1. Armored and Artillery Personnel Casualties Following the Explosion of a Low
Air-Burst Battleªeld Nuclear Weapon of Various Yields

SOURCE: Department of the Army and the Navy, Staff Officers’ Field Manual on Nuclear

Weapons Employment Effects Data (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the Army and
the Navy, 1968). The figure was created using a data table from the field manual.

NOTES: The x-axis denotes the distance from the ground directly below the location of the
explosion of the nuclear weapon up to the farthest point where its effects are still felt. The
y-axis denotes the proportion of armored troops that could be damaged beyond reconstitu-
tion. For example, a value of 0.5 on the y-axis indicates that 50 percent of the armored
troops could be destroyed with 90 percent assurance. All casualties data indicated in the
graph are immediate after an explosion. The number of casualties may increase depending
on the subsequent medical response and evacuation efforts.



issue of Kashmir was then, and could still be, the source of conºict; (2) initial
Pakistani military action might occur in the Kashmir region; (3) the Indian
army could choose to attack major Pakistani population and military centers
such as Lahore and Sialkot, which would divert Pakistan’s army away from
Kashmir and therefore ease Pakistani military pressure on Indian forces
in Kashmir; and (4) the early defenses that existed on the Pakistani side during
the 1965 war are apparently still in place, though with more modern weap-
onry; breaching them in a war would probably trigger the use of battleªeld
nuclear weapons.

The main force-on-force engagements of the 1965 war began when the
Indian army launched a major armored attack toward Lahore. A second Indian
offensive began the next day against Sialkot.58 India’s attempt to ªght a war in
the ºat plains of Punjab was motivated by a need to relieve the pressure
mounting on its forces in Kashmir. Earlier, Pakistan had inªltrated troops into
Kashmir and was threatening to cut off Indian forces in the Akhnur sector
of Kashmir. To prevent the loss of Kashmir, India decided to launch an all-out
war. The diversionary tactic worked. Brines points out that “Pakistan with-
drew the bulk of her armored strength from the Akhnur sector to meet the new
challenge. As a result, the threat to Kashmir quickly subsided, and it became a
secondary theater for the remainder of the conºict.”59

The Indian attack on Lahore in the 1965 war was launched simultaneously
along three axes (see the ªrst map in ªgure 2).60 The ªrst axis of approach orig-
inated in Amritsar in India and proceeded along the Grand Trunk Road to the
heart of Lahore. The second axis stretched along the road leading to Lahore via
Burki. The third ran toward Kasur. India chose these three roads because the
bridges crossing the Ichogil along these routes are the only ones with sufªcient
load-carrying capacity for armored vehicles moving into Pakistan. The Lahore
region is highly cultivated and densely populated, making alternative inva-
sion routes difªcult and wide-area maneuver into Pakistan impossible.
The bridges spanning the Ichogil canal still exist, and an Indian invasion force
seeking to make rapid progress toward Lahore would likely have to use
the main roads mentioned above, with the bridges as the axes of approach.

In the 1965 war, the Pakistani army stopped Indian forces heading to Lahore
on or near different bridges along the Ichogil canal barrier. Along the ªrst axis,
a unit from the Indian Jat Regiment—3 Jat—had managed to cross the Ichogil
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Figure 2. Possible Major Theaters and Axes of Military Engagement in an
India-Pakistan War

Image Credit: ©OpenStreetMap contributors.
NOTES: In the 1965 India-Pakistan War, Lahore and Sialkot were the major theaters of military

engagement. The first figure shows the three major axes of approach in the Lahore theater
during the 1965 war. The second shows the two major axes in the Sialkot theater during
the 1965 war.



canal bridge and capture the town of Batapur, but it was unable to obtain
backup from its divisional command. To keep Indian forces on the east bank of
the canal bridge, Pakistan launched a strong counteroffensive with air support,
forcing the Indian regiment to withdraw. Pakistan’s army then blew up the
bridge.61 For the rest of the war, Indian forces on this axis were stuck on
the eastern bank of the canal. Along the second axis, the Indians were able to
capture the village of Burki on the eastern bank of the canal.62 Pakistan’s ear-
lier decision to blow up the canal bridge, however, further stalled movement
of the Indian troops. Finally, the Indian forces were pushed back along the
third axis even before they could reach the Ichogil canal barrier near Kasur. In
each case, if Indian forces had managed to secure the bridges over the canal,
they would have been able to pose a threat to Lahore or, at the least, cause
Pakistani forces to lose the high ground along the west bank of the Ichogil ca-
nal.63 Therefore, in a hypothetical future war in the Lahore theater, breaching
the bridges along the Ichogil canal on each of the three axes of approach could
be a potential trigger event for Pakistan’s use of battleªeld nuclear weapons.

India launched its second offensive in the 1965 war against the military gar-
rison city of Sialkot.64 Unlike Lahore, Sialkot did not have the protection af-
forded by a canal. Similar to Lahore, however, the region around Sialkot is
highly cultivated and densely populated, making a wide-area armored attack
impossible. India launched its assault on Sialkot along two axes: (1) one divi-
sion marching southwest along the Jammu-Sialkot road into the Zafarwal-
Bhagowal area; and (2) one infantry and one armored division marching into
Pakistan further south, from the Jammu area toward Phillora and Chawinda
(see of the second map in ªgure 2).65

The Chawinda-Phillora region saw some of most intense tank-to-tank ar-
mored battles since World War II, involving the Indian 1st Armored Division
and elements of Pakistan’s newly formed 6th Armored Division.66 On the
night of September 10, 1965, for example, India and Pakistan engaged in a
hard-fought battle involving hundreds of tanks. Both sides suffered heavy
casualties. Pakistan supposedly lost more than ªfty tanks on that day alone.
R.D. Pradhan writes, “India’s armored regiments had succeeded in isolat-
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ing enemy [Pakistani] armor in Phillora, threatening it with destruction.”
Pakistani forces “vacate[d] Phillora and remained on the defensive” until they
were later able to recapture it.67 Although a future India-Pakistan battle in
Sialkot would likely not unfold in the same manner, the theater and the axis
might well be similar. Therefore, in a hypothetical future India-Pakistan war,
Indian armored forces nearing Phillora, Chawinda, or the Zafarwal-Bhagowal
area could be a possible trigger for the use of battleªeld nuclear weapons
by Pakistan.

Some Pakistanis believe that the southern desert region of Pakistan could
also be a major battle theater in a future war. This argument has some merit.
During the 1965 war, the Indian army opened a third front on the south-
ern “Rajasthan-Sind border. The Indian column entered Sind at Barmer and oc-
cupied Gadra town,” approximately 9.5 kilometers from the border.68 The
Indians explained this action as a diversionary thrust to keep Pakistani forces
in the city of Karachi pinned down. Brig. Saeed Ismat of the Pakistani
army has argued, however, that “if an Indian military invasion came through
the Rajistan desert directed towards the GT [Grand Trunk] road near
Rahimyarkhan. . . . In matter of days, India could cut off our north-south com-
munication, divide and dislocate our military forces and divide the country in
two. . . . This action by itself can cause strategic division and isolation of our
forces, leading to ultimate defeat and [the] breakup of a nation.”69

Some Indian researchers have agreed that there is a possibility that India
might attack in the south of Pakistan rather than in the Punjab heartland.
Lt. Gen. V.K. Sood and Pravin Sawhney claim that, sometime during the ªrst
three months of Operation Parakram, the Indian army had all three of its strike
corps poised in the desert region. Once the order for military action was given,
they posit that “instead of seeking multiple thrusts in PoK (Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir], the army could cross the border boldly into the Thar desert.”70 Such
action, however, would be problematic. Pakistan’s concept of conventional op-
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erations, irrespective of where the Indian strike corps attacked, seems to be
based on the idea that Pakistan’s two offensive strike corps would advance
east in the Indian Punjab region to threaten Delhi.71 Deploying all of India’s
strike corps in the southern desert region would leave Delhi exposed. For the
purpose of completeness, however, the next section includes an examination of
the effects of using a battleªeld nuclear weapon in the southern desert region
of Pakistan in the cities of Rahim Yar Khan and Sukkur.72

potential collateral civilian casualties from using nasr

How many civilian casualties are likely to result from the employment of a
nominal 30-kiloton or a 5-kiloton battleªeld nuclear weapon in the Lahore,
Sialkot, Rahim Yar Khan, or Sukkur theaters? To answer this question, I used
NUKEMAP, an online JavaScript application designed to estimate the effects
of the detonation of a nuclear weapon.73 In making casualty calculations,
NUKEMAP combines a ªne-grained population database, the LandScan
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Global Population 2011, with open-source data on the physical effects of the
overpressure, heat, and radiation emerging from a nuclear bomb explosion.

According to calculations made with NUKEMAP, the use of one 30-kiloton
battleªeld nuclear weapon against Indian armored troops on the east bank of
the Ichogil canal along the ªrst axis (i.e., Grand Trunk Road) in the Lahore the-
ater could result in approximately 50,000 deaths and an equal number of criti-
cal injuries (see scenario 1 in table 1). As the Indian armored forces move
forward on the Ichogil canal bridge and closer to Lahore, the number of casu-
alties could increase signiªcantly. For example, a 30-kiloton explosion ex-
ploded over the city of Lahore might produce approximately 300,000 deaths
and 766,000 injuries (see scenario 2 in table 1). The number of deaths and inju-
ries following the use of a similar weapon between the east bank of the Ichogil
canal and the city of Lahore would be somewhere between those listed in sce-
narios 1 and 2 in table 1. As for the second axis of approach in the Lahore the-
ater near the village of Burki, which lies on the east bank of the Ichogil canal,
the likely numbers would be 9,000 dead and 15,000 injured (see scenario 4 in
table 1). Along the third axis in the Lahore theater, for an explosion on the east
bank of the Ichogil canal, the estimate would be 20,000 deaths and 115,000 in-
juries (see scenario 6 in table 1). As the Indian armored forces move forward
and crossed the bridge over the Ichogil canal toward Kasur, the number of ci-
vilian casualties would increase signiªcantly (see scenario 7 in table 1). These
estimates are signiªcant—even for the most hard-line Pakistani leader willing
to put part of his own country’s population at risk to prevent India from gain-
ing any military advantage in a conºict. It is also conceivable that Indian
decisionmakers would assume that Pakistan would be unwilling to bear such
high civilian casualties.

The use of a 5-kiloton battleªeld nuclear weapon does not change the esti-
mates of civilian casualties very much. For example, along the ªrst axis in the
Lahore theater, a 5-kiloton weapon exploded near the east bank of the Ichogil
canal would cause approximately 30,000 deaths. As the Indian armored forces
move forward on the Ichogil canal bridge and closer to Lahore, the number of
casualties would increase signiªcantly. For example, if the same weapon were
detonated over the city of Lahore the number of dead could reach 122,000.
Similarly, along the third axis in the Lahore theater, the number of casualties
remains signiªcant (see table 1). Along the second axis, however, the number
of Pakistani civilian deaths decreases from approximately 9,000 to 3,800, which
is still a nontrivial ªgure. If Indian troops were spread over greater distances
than assumed here, which is more likely in an actual conºict, then more than
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Table 1. Fatalities and Injuries from the Employment of a 30-Kiloton/5-Kiloton Battleªeld
Nuclear Weapon inside Pakistan in Various Possible Theaters in an India-Pakistan Military
Engagement

Scenario

Major
Indian Axis
of Advance

Region Battleªeld
Nuclear Weapon
Use Occurs

Battleªeld
Nuclear
Weapon
Yield
(kilotons)

Number
of
Fatalities

Number
of
Injuries

Approximate
Distance
from Indian
Border
(kilometers)

Offensive on Lahore

Axis 1

1 Axis 1 Outskirts of Lahore
near Ichogil canal

30
5

49,590
30,870

32,900
20,050

7.3

2 Axis 1 City of Lahore 30
5

303,660
122,060

766,220
235,980

25

3 Axis 1—
immediate
use

Axis 1 (Grand Trunk
Road) near Indian
border

30
5

10,800
4,140

18,620
6,480

Axis 2

4 Axis 2 Outskirts of Barki
near Ichogil canal

30
5

9,260
3,800

16,010
5,620

10.8

5 Axis 2—
immediate
use

Axis 2 near Indian
border (midway
between the border
and Hudiara canal)

30
5

9,350
3,660

12,710
5,960

Axis 3

6 Axis 3 Outskirts of Kasur
near Ichogil canal

30
5

19,540
7,020

115,440
14,720

1.4

7 Axis 3 City of Kasur 30
5

255,050
87,130

131,050
145,660

6.2

Offensive on Sialkot

Axis 1

8 Axis 1 Outskirts of Sialkot
(Zafarwal-Bhagowal
area)

30
5

8,670
4,650

29,840
7,620

8

9 Axis 1 City of Sialkot 30
5

200,190
75,320

311,780
154,990

16

10 Axis 1—
immediate
use

Axis 1 near Indian
border

30
5

11,730
3,660

27,840
8,210

Axis 2

11 Axis 2 Chawinda 30
5

40,850
28,740

21,700
12,010

23.1

12 Axis 2 Multiple explosions:
Chawinda and
Phillora

30
5

54,630
45,720

58,610
31,070



one battleªeld nuclear device would be required, thereby increasing the num-
ber of Pakistani casualties.

The use of battleªeld nuclear weapons in the Sialkot theater would also pro-
duce large numbers of civilian casualties. On the ªrst axis of approach along
the Jammu road leading to Sialkot, the explosion of a 30-kiloton battleªeld nu-
clear weapon on the outskirts of Sialkot, in the vicinity of Zafarwal-Bhagowal,
could cause approximately 8,600 deaths and 30,000 injuries (see scenario 8
in table 1). The use of such a weapon within the limits of Sialkot would
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Table 1. (continued)

Scenario

Major
Indian Axis
of Advance

Region Battleªeld
Nuclear Weapon
Use Occurs

Battleªeld
Nuclear
Weapon
Yield
(kilotons)

Number
of
Fatalities

Number
of
Injuries

Approximate
Distance
from Indian
Border
(kilometers)

Offensive on Rahim Yar Khan

13 Axis 1 Outskirts of Rahim
Yar Khan (Rahim Yar
Khan Road—Canal
Road intersection)

30
5

41,610
14,370

114,710
29,080

45

14 Axis 1 City of Rahim Yar
Khan

30
5

146,040
59,130

169,340
94,970

50

15 Wide
approach—
immediate
use

Desert area near
Indian border

30
5

50
0

190
0

Offensive on Sukkur

16 Axis 1 Outskirts of Sukkur
near Sukkur barrage
bridge

30
5

26,450
4,110

169,060
53,800

90.5

17 Axis 1 City of Sukkur 30
5

219,970
84,420

178,880
143,120

95

18 Wide
approach—
immediate
use

Desert area near
Indian border

30
5

52
10

140
90

NOTE: The 30-kiloton weapon is optimized to explode at an altitude of 0.56 kilometers in or-
der to maximize the distance to which the 20 psi (pounds per square inch) overpressure
blast wave is effective. The 5-kiloton weapon is optimized to explode at an altitude of
0.31 kilometers in order to maximize the distance to which the 20 psi overpressure blast
wave is effective. In a low-altitude nuclear explosion, the deaths and injuries are caused
by multiple effects: (1) a ªreball, (2) an air blast wave of 20 psi, (3) a radiation ring, and
(4) a thermal radiation region causing third-degree burns.



vastly increase the number of casualties, to approximately 200,000 dead and
312,000 injured (see scenario 9 in table 1). Along the second axis of approach in
the Sialkot theater, a similar explosion near Phillora or Chawinda—both major
armored battle grounds in the 1965 war—would result in the deaths of tens of
thousands of Pakistani citizens (see scenario 11 and 12 in table 1). The number
of casualties does not decrease signiªcantly when a 5-kiloton weapon is used.
In most scenarios, the number of casualties would be in the tens of thousands
(see scenarios 9, 11, and 12 in table 1). One exception is when a 5-kiloton
weapon is exploded on the outskirts of Sialkot over Zafarwal. The result
would be 4,650 deaths compared with 8,600 deaths produced by a 30-kiloton
weapon (see scenario 8 in table 1). To most observers, killing 4,650 Pakistani ci-
vilians to destroy approximately thirteen Indian armored tanks in a battle with
potentially hundreds of tanks would seem reckless.74

In the southern desert region of Pakistan, the number of civilian casualties
could be comparable to those in Lahore or Sialkot. Outside the Canal Road at
Rahim Yar Khan, for example, the detonation of a 30-kiloton battleªeld nuclear
weapon would cause approximately 42,000 deaths and 115,000 injuries (see
scenario 13 in table 1). A detonation closer to the city could produce approxi-
mately 146,000 deaths and 170,000 injuries (see scenario 14 in table 1). An ex-
plosion outside the city limits of Sukkur near the barrage bridge could result in
approximately 26,000 deaths; and one closer to the city 220,000 deaths (see sce-
narios 16 and 17 in table 1). The casualty ªgures remain in the tens of thou-
sands even when a 5-kiloton weapon is used (see scenarios 13, 14, and 17 in
table 1).

To avoid large numbers of casualties, Pakistan might consider employing
battleªeld nuclear weapons immediately after Indian troops have crossed the
international border. The early use of battleªeld nuclear weapons might have
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value in the southern desert region, where their detonation would occur over
areas that do not contain any signiªcant permanent civilian settlements. In the
case of Rahim Yar Khan, the result would be approximately 50 deaths (see sce-
nario 15 in table 1); and in Sukkur, the estimate is 52 dead (see scenario 18 in
table 1). These numbers are possibly small enough to be politically acceptable.

Early use of a 30-kiloton bomb on the outskirts of the Lahore or Sialkot
theaters, however, does not signiªcantly reduce the number of casualties. Only
on the ªrst axis of approach in the Lahore theater does early detonation re-
duce the number see scenario 3 in table 1). On all of the other axes, an early
detonation increases their number. For example, detonation of a 30-kiloton
battleªeld nuclear weapon in the Sialkot theater immediately after Indian
troops have crossed the border increases the number of deaths from ap-
proximately 9,000 to 12,000 (see scenarios 8 and 10 in table 1). Early use of a
5-kiloton bomb in the Lahore or Sialkot theater, on the other hand, does reduce
the number of deaths to approximately 4,000 in each scenario (see scenarios 3,
5, and 10 in table 1). Although comparatively lower, these casualty ªgures are
still high if only thirteen Indian armored tanks are destroyed. One plausible
reason to explode a battleªeld nuclear weapon at the beginning of an invasion
would be to serve as a warning shot to Indian decisionmakers to stop the as-
sault and hasten international intervention. The same purpose could be
achieved, however, using Pakistan’s current weapons arsenal and ªring a mis-
sile to explode off the coast of Mumbai, for example. The latter action would
send a message without resulting in any Indian or Pakistani casualties.

Although the early use of battleªeld nuclear weapons in the southern desert
region would offer advantages to Pakistan, it would also entail difªculties,
given the absence of natural choke points such as narrow bridges or strategic
communication locations. At the initial stages of an incursion, Indian forces
could use wide-area maneuvers and disperse quickly to dampen the effects of
a nuclear blast. If they did this, the Pakistanis might need to detonate more
battleªeld nuclear weapons. Also, early use implies that battleªeld nuclear
weapons would come into play before the Pakistani army had a chance to use
conventional military means to stop the invading force. This scenario raises
two problems. First, would the Pakistani army, a highly funded organization
in a cash-strapped country that prides and presents itself as the defender of the
nation, be comfortable relying on nuclear weapons to do its job? Conceivably,
the army might prefer to defeat India in a conventional war.75 Second, and
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more important, Pakistan has argued that its battleªeld nuclear weapons are
devices of last resort, to be employed only if its conventional forces were un-
able to stop an Indian assault. In so stating, Pakistan would hope to convince
the international community that India was the aggressor. Early employment
of battleªeld nuclear weapons, however, would undermine this argument.

The Complexity of Escalation Control for Pakistan

Indian decisionmakers have consistently argued that India would respond to
Pakistan’s battleªeld use of a nuclear weapon with massive nuclear retaliation,
treating any attack as a case of strategic aggression. For example, Shyam Saran,
of India’s National Security Advisory Board, has stated: “India will not be the
ªrst to use nuclear weapons, but if it is attacked with such weapons, it would
engage in nuclear retaliation which will be massive and designed to inºict un-
acceptable damage on its adversary.” Criticizing Pakistan’s rationale for devel-
oping Nasr, Saran declares: “Pakistani motivation is to dissuade India from
contemplating conventional punitive retaliation to subconventional but highly
destructive and disruptive cross-border terrorist strikes such as the horriªc
November 26 attacks on Mumbai. What Pakistan is signaling to India and to
the world is that India should not contemplate retaliation even if there is an-
other Mumbai because Pakistan has lowered the threshold of nuclear use
to the theatre level. This is nothing short of nuclear blackmail, no different
from the irresponsible behavior one witnesses in North Korea.” He continues,
“The label of a nuclear weapon used for attacking India, strategic or tactical, is
irrelevant from the Indian perspective. . . . A limited nuclear war is a contradic-
tion in terms. Any nuclear exchange, once initiated, would swiftly and inexo-
rably escalate to the strategic level. Pakistan would be prudent not to assume
otherwise as it sometimes appears to do, most recently by developing and
perhaps deploying theatre nuclear weapons.”76 Saran’s views are widely per-
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ceived as reºecting India’s quasi-ofªcial policy in response to Pakistan’s devel-
opment of battleªeld nuclear weapons.

India’s stance could be more posturing than anything else. A response to
battleªeld nuclear attacks against Indian army units featuring nuclear counter-
attacks on Pakistani cities would likely result in countervalue strikes against
Indian cities. If India launched a military invasion and Pakistan responded
with battleªeld nuclear weapons, four outcomes are possible. First, India
could decide to withdraw its military forces behind the international border
following the detonation of a battleªeld nuclear weapon inside Pakistani terri-
tory. Although such an outcome might seem to be a resounding defeat for
India, it need not be. If India could return to the status quo ante, it would have
managed to cause the obliteration of a part of Pakistan, with civilian deaths in
the thousands, while losing only a portion of a regiment or brigade.77 The
deaths of thousands (or maybe even tens of thousands) of civilians could be a
comparatively higher loss to Pakistan, which India could come to see as ªtting
punishment for, say, a major terrorist strike.

Second, if India’s military or its people were unwilling to pull back after los-
ing a regiment or brigade to nuclear ªrst use, then, as Evan Montgomery and
Eric Edelman suggest: “[New Delhi] could order army units to press on with
their assault, particularly if those units maintained a reasonable level of effec-
tiveness because Pakistan only used a small number of weapons.”78 Such a
strategy would be ill conceived, however, if Pakistan responded with addi-
tional nuclear strikes. The result then could be an escalation crisis. How many
battleªeld nuclear weapons would Pakistan use next if India disregarded its
ªrst such detonation? What conªdence could Pakistan’s leadership have that
India would pull back after a second explosion? A cautious (and hawkish)
Pakistani decisionmaker could conclude that if the ªrst battleªeld nuclear
weapon was unsuccessful, the next step would be to use strategic weapons
against Indian military garrisons, rather than continue to incur Pakistani civil-
ian casualties with the use of battleªeld nuclear weapons. The cautious deci-
sionmaker, however, would then have to account for India’s likely retaliation.
If Pakistan used only one of its strategic weapons against an Indian military
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garrison, India might respond with massive retaliation. Realizing this possibil-
ity, the Pakistani decisionmaker might have two options: (1) stop further nu-
clear use and call for negotiations, or (2) engage in the massive use of nuclear
weapons to destroy a large part of India’s arsenal and its political leadership,
thereby destroying India’s will to ªght.

In a third outcome, India, left with fewer military options following
Pakistan’s use of additional battleªeld nuclear weapons against Indian forces,
might decide to rapidly escalate with nuclear weapons. Such a decision would
be consistent with India’s stated posture of initiating massive retaliation
against any nuclear use on its forces.

The fourth outcome would be if India—despite its stated posture—retaliated
with a limited nuclear attack against Pakistani military targets. A hawkish
Pakistani decisionmaker could then respond by giving the order to launch
strategic weapons against major Indian cities.

In sum, although the range of options available while initiating the ªrst lim-
ited use of battleªeld nuclear weapons against a nuclear opponent might ap-
pear wide, once a state has exploded a nuclear weapon, the range begins to
shrink. There is no public evidence that Pakistani leaders have considered
these possible outcomes, nor have they openly articulated how they would
avoid rapid escalation.

Conclusion

Pakistan’s presumed reason for developing battleªeld nuclear weapons seems
not to have materialized. India’s Cold Start doctrine, even if it has been
ofªcially approved, remains at best an idea. Its political class seems decidedly
disinterested, and the military has not made any of the strategic changes
needed to execute such a doctrine—for example, dividing its major strike
corps into smaller integrated battle groups. Additionally, the Indian army does
not appear to have acquired the weapons necessary to move toward a genuine
Cold Start–type capability. In a letter that was later leaked to the press,
Gen. V.K. Singh, who served as chief of Indian army from March 2010 to May
2012, wrote at length to India’s prime minister about his concerns regarding
the “alarming” deªcit in operational ªghting capabilities of the Indian army.79
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79. Singh’s concerns include a tank ºeet “devoid of critical ammunition to defeat enemy
tanks”; air defenses that are “97% obsolete”; a dearth of “essential weapons” for elite special
forces; and night-ªghting and surveillance capabilities with “large-scale voids.” See Saikat



Singh argued that with two “inimical neighbors [i.e., China and Pakistan],”
such “critical deªciencies” will greatly damage the army’s preparedness. Al-
though not everyone in the Indian leadership agrees with all of Singh’s asser-
tions, or their implications, they do agree with the larger point concerning the
status of the Indian army. In the aftermath of the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attack,
for example, senior army commanders, worried about the inadequate and ob-
solete arsenal at their disposal, apparently advised the political leadership in
New Delhi against a war with Pakistan—a far different response from the
clamoring for war after the 2001 Parliament attack.80

Using Nasr inside Pakistani territory could result in the deaths of tens of
thousands of civilians. Alternatively, India and Pakistan could negotiate
conªdence-building measures to help reduce military tensions while demon-
strating India’s resolve to respect the territorial integrity of Pakistan.81 Such
measures could include (1) an understanding between Pakistan and India not
to deploy long-range artillery close to border areas; (2) an understanding
not to deploy infantry forces and armored divisions in areas close to the inter-
national border, from where surprise attacks are possible; (3) limited consulta-
tions on defense acquisitions of new weapon systems on a case-by-case basis;82

(4) facilitation of foreign military attachés’ ability to observe each country’s
troop movements when explicitly requested in certain situations;83 and (5) use
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2009, http://www.atimes.com/atimes/South_Asia/KA21Df02.html.
81. The two most prominently cited successful examples of such measures are the agreement on
prenotiªcation of ballistic missile tests and the agreement to declare and not target nuclear facili-
ties. The value of these measures in preventing future conºicts is a matter of debate. For example,
Toby Dalton, deputy director of the Nuclear Policy Program at the Carnegie Endowment for Inter-
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permission to observe troop deployments.” See Sidhu, “India’s Nuclear Use Doctrine,” p. 138.



of dedicated military operations telephone lines for discussion of matters in-
volving the two states’ military capabilities as well as emerging military situa-
tions.84 For India to engage in such measures, Pakistan will need to make
genuine efforts to curtail terrorism. In the wake of the 2001 terrorist attack on
the Indian Parliament and the 2008 Mumbai attacks, the Indian government
faced extremely strong pressure to retaliate.85 India’s display of restraint in
these crises probably stemmed in large part from the cautious personal judg-
ment of Prime Ministers Vajpayee and Manmohan Singh. In the wake of the
Parliament attack, Prime Minister Vajpayee apparently wanted “to avoid a
war whose risks were great and beneªts modest.”86 After the Mumbai attack,
Prime Minister Singh’s decision against military action was guided by a form
of cautious realism. According Steve Coll, Singh calculated that “if India were
to launch even selective strikes, it would likely only deepen Pakistan’s internal
turmoil” and “would also risk escalation that could include nuclear deploy-
ments—which may be precisely what the jihadi leaders hoped to provoke.”87

India, however, might not be able to observe such restraint under all circum-
stances. If another terrorist attack on the scale of the 2001 Parliament attack
were to occur, the Indian leadership might decide that it has no option other
than war. In delivering its judgment on an appeal petition ªled by a partici-
pant in the attack, the Supreme Court of India stated: “The attempted attack
on Parliament is an undoubted invasion of the sovereign attribute of the State
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including the Government of India.” It goes on to say that “the modus ope-
randi adopted by the hard-core ‘ªdayeens’ are all demonstrative of the inten-
tion of launching a war against the government of India.”88 Although Pakistan
may not be able to constrain all terrorist activities against India, it should take
all necessary steps to prevent such activities from being launched inside
its territory.
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